
Maximize Your Holiday Profits
in 2023

WHITE PAPER

The holiday season is a critical time for your business.
Whether you operate online or physical stores, run an
e-commerce company, or offer streaming
entertainment and educational services, the holiday
season presents a massive opportunity for increased
revenue. It's when customers are actively seeking
products, services, and entertainment to celebrate with
their loved ones. To make the most of this opportunity,
you need to ensure your digital platforms are ready to
handle the surge in traffic and deliver a seamless
experience to your customers.

O V E R V I E W

One of the key factors that can significantly impact
your holiday season profits is website speed. Slow-
loading websites frustrate your customers, leading to
higher bounce rates and lost sales opportunities. A
powerful Content Delivery Network (CDN) manages
your online traffic to ensure it reaches your customers
quickly, no matter where they are located.

W H Y  S P E E D  M A T T E R S

By deploying a high-performance CDN, you will
supercharge your website's loading times, resulting in
a smoother user experience. Faster load times not only
make your customers happier but also boost your
chances of converting more visitors into paying
customers. With the right CDN in place, your online
and physical retail stores can handle increased
website traffic during the holiday rush with ease.

T H E  P O W E R  O F  A  C D N

BENEFITS OF
IMPLEMENTING A
CDN IN TIME FOR THE
HOLIDAYS

By investing in a high-
performance CDN like
CacheFly, you can boost your
conversion rates and capitalize
on the increased holiday traffic.
This means more visitors
converting into paying
customers, helping you
maximize your profits and
achieve your business goals.

Higher Conversion Rates

In today's fast-paced world,
many of your customers are on
the go, accessing your website
from their mobile devices.
Whether they're shopping,
streaming movies or music, or
looking for educational
materials, their mobile
experience matters. Slow-
loading mobile websites can be
a major turn-off and may drive
potential customers away.

Mobile Speed Also
Matters

WHAT YOU NEED TO
KNOW:

Your website's speed and
throughput directly impacts
your bottom line.

A CDN optimized for speed
helps shoppers quickly
discover and buy faster.

Switch to a Powerful New
CDN Ahead of Holiday

Shopping Season

Discover How Milliseconds Can Make
Holiday Sales Soar

Milliseconds matter for
monetization. Discover
hard data of how each
second delay could be
impacting your sales.
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Google's Consumer Insights report emphasizes the dominance of video
streaming in the digital landscape. By leveraging CacheFly CDN, you can
deliver uninterrupted, buffer-free experiences, keeping your viewers
engaged and coming back for more.
This Unbounce survey underscores the importance of page speed for video
conversions. CacheFly CDN ensures that your videos and educational
content load quickly and smoothly, captivating your audience. Foster
greater engagement, higher completion rates, and ultimately, turn more
satisfied holiday viewers into loyal subscribers.

ATTRACT CAPTIVATED AUDIENCES 
If your organization offers streaming entertainment or educational services,
providing a flawless user experience is paramount. Here’s why it matters:

As an online or physical retailer, an e-commerce company, or an organization offering digital
downloads, conversions are the lifeblood of your business. You want your visitors to turn into loyal
customers, and that's where CacheFly’s CDN can make a significant impact.

I M P R O V I N G  C O N V E R S I O N S  W I T H  A  C D N
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According to a study by Bidnamic US, for every second a site loads faster,
the conversion rate improves by 17%. 
Google’s Industry Mobile Speed report found that a page load time on
mobile of 10 seconds increases the bounce rate by 123% when compared
to a one-second loading speed. 
Google Consumer Insights reports that 53% of mobile site visitors will
leave a page if it takes more than three seconds to load. 

SEE PROVEN RESULTS
Google's benchmarking data reveals that websites with faster loading times
experience higher conversion rates. 

A faster website powered by CacheFly CDN can reduce bounce rates and
encourage more visitors to take that crucial next step - making a purchase or
downloading valuable content.

GET MORE MOBILE CONVERSIONS
The holidays typically see a significant surge in mobile shopping, with 47% of
shoppers using smartphones for their purchases. As mobile usage continues to
soar, it's essential to optimize your mobile website for speed and efficiency.
Google's Industry Mobile Speed report emphasizes the critical role of fast-
loading mobile sites in capturing customer interest. 
Meet the demands of mobile users by ensuring your mobile platform is
optimized for speed, convenience, and ultimately, higher mobile conversion
rates.

A 1 second page load time at a 3.05% conversion rate results in $1,525
A 2 second page load time at a 1.68% conversion rate results in $840
A 3 second page load time at a 1.12% conversion rate results in $560
A 4 second page load time at a 2.93% conversion rate results in $335
In the span of ~4 seconds, potential sales have dropped by just over $1,190.

If 1,000 people visit your website to buy a $50 product, this could illustrate the difference in your
potential earnings:

Multiply that across more visitors to your website looking at potentially higher-priced products and
services, and it results in significant gaps in potential revenue.

TIME IS MONEY, TRULY.

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/consumer-insights/consumer-trends/mobile-site-load-time-statistics/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/consumer-insights/consumer-trends/mobile-site-load-time-statistics/
https://unbounce.com/page-speed-report/
https://www.bidnamic.com/en-us/resources/how-website-speed-affects-your-conversion-rates
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1LzMWHjmaye6ZdFcIGFYkB4L9A4NDrvqqwsPitTf2ytk/edit#gid=1431232304
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/consumer-insights/consumer-trends/mobile-site-load-time-statistics/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-strategies/app-and-mobile/mobile-page-speed-new-industry-benchmarks/


CacheFly CDN can be a game-changer for your business,
whether you're in e-commerce, streaming entertainment, or
educational services. The improvements in conversion rates
and user experiences can take your company's success to
new heights. Embrace the power of CacheFly CDN and
watch as your business flourishes during the festive season
and beyond. It’s not just about video and text, either.
CacheFly delivers state-of-the-art image optimization too.

Introducing Smart Image Optimization for
Enhanced Speed
For online and physical retailers, e-commerce companies,
streaming entertainment, and educational organizations with
image-heavy websites, image optimization is crucial.
CacheFly is here to supercharge your website's performance
by optimizing your images

The Benefits of Smart Image Optimization - Faster
Loading, Happier Customers
CacheFly’s image optimization feature is designed to reduce
image load times significantly. By compressing images
without sacrificing quality, it ensures that your website's visual
content loads swiftly and impresses your visitors from the
moment they arrive.

From improved loading times to increased user engagement,
CacheFly has been a game-changer for businesses across
various industries.

THE FUTURE IS FA-A-A-ST

CacheFly’s platform is
recognized as the fastest
CDN for the past 20 years.
The solution ensures users
have a smooth and speedy
experience, catering to the
needs of on-the-go visitors,
attracting more traffic, and
increasing engagement.
With a seamless customer
experience, you can tap into
the growing trends of mobile
and online shopping during
the holidays and beyond.
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The CacheFly Difference

Don’t Just Take Our Word for It!
When it comes to choosing a CDN, you want to be confident
that you're making the right decision. CacheFly has been
leading the pack for an impressive 20 years, delivering top-
notch performance that sets it apart from the competition.
Multiple sources can confirm these claims, for example:

Caching Performance Data from CDNPerf and Cedexis-
Proven Excellence
CDNPerf, a reliable performance monitoring platform,
consistently ranks CacheFly as the fastest CDN. The data
speaks for itself, showing that CacheFly's speed and
efficiency have been unmatched for two decades.

Customer Testimonials - Real Users, Real Results
Hear from satisfied customers who have experienced the
power of CacheFly firsthand. Their testimonials highlight
CacheFly's consistent speed, reliability, and the positive
impact it has had on their businesses.

CacheFly Lets Your Content
Reach New Heights 

Fastest throughput of any CDN
65+ Points of Presence, globally
Quick & Easy Implementation 
100% SLA guarantee 
Customizable solutions
Transparent, predictable costs
24/7 support by network experts

Consultation at 1.312.895.3030
Email: contact@cachefly.com
Schedule 15-min Discovery Call
www.cachefly.com

Contact Us:

Where Content Takes Flight

Beat your competition with faster
content delivery, anywhere in the
world! CacheFly provides reliable
CDN solutions, fully tailored to your
business.

https://www.cdnperf.com/
https://portal.cedexis.com/ui/reports/share/uia88lwcbe8
https://portal.cedexis.com/ui/reports/share/uia88lwcbe8
https://calendly.com/cachefly-sales/cachefly-sales-intro

